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Girls  love  the  Manley  Reference  Cardioid  Mic.  Thank  you  Savannah  Sanchez! #manley  #refc  #referencecardioidmic  #microphone

Manley  VOXBOX  XV  Anniversary  Limited  Edition  just  a  few  left  available  at www.sweetwater.com  #manley  #voxbox  #investmentgradeaudio

Manley  Stingray  stereo  integrated  tube  amplifier.  #manley  #stingray  #tubeamp  #tubesrule

Inside  a  Manley  Massive  Passive  stereo  EQ  jam - packed  with beautiful  componentry.  Hand  crafted  in  the  USA.  #manley  #massivepassive  #madeinusa  #equalizer

Unlike virtually every other EQ, the Massive Passive allows much more EQ without sounding
"processed". Where 5 or 6 dB is about all one could attempt with other EQs in mastering, the
Massivo amazes engineers with how much EQ they can do and get more "natural" results at the
same time. We could have squeezed 11 position Grayhill switches in the modules if we had
wanted 1/2 dB steps but then the maximum range would have become only 5.5 dB.
Remembering what we stated above, the minimum range would then become about 1.5 dB
with approximately 0.2 dB steps. This approach would have essentially thrown away most of
the useful range the unit is capable of. Going with these special mechanically detented knobs
which use the same pots underneath that the normal Massivo uses, we get nearly all the range
of the normal version, but with the repeatability of the detents.

We have also custom tailored the FILTERS in the Mastering Version specifically for Mastering
purposes, moving them lower and higher than the normal version, with mastering engineers
specifically in mind. If you are looking for drastic effects (like telephone sounds) then get the
normal version. These filters are really geared for mastering engineers.

Additionally, the Master Gain Trim controls in the Mastering Version are true 11 position 1/2 dB
stepped Grayhill switches set up for a range between -2.5 to +2.5 dB of master gain trim. This
allows more confidence in left/right matching and calibration.

The best advice is, before you decide, or even form an opinion about whether to go with a
normal or mastering version Massivo, is to use a regular Massive Passive for a session or two
in your own room. We have seen in the past that the only engineers who have asked about a
mastering version had yet to try the Massive. Using your previous extensive and intensive
experience with other EQs may be a mistake, especially if you expect the Massive Passive to
be roughly similar to them. It isn't. Please, try it first, then decide.

More info on the regular version Massivo page

The Filters

There are 5 High Pass Passive Filters and bypass, plus 5 Low Pass
Passive Filters with bypass. We made them extra steep. Why? So you
can remove the garbage and not mess up your music. The way these
filters interface with the parametric EQ bands simply sound beautiful.
The mastering version filters go higher and lower compared to the
regular Massive Passive filters.

High Pass Filters: OFF, 12, 16, 23, 30, 39 Hz

Low Pass Filters: OFF, 52kHz, 40kHz, 27kHz, 20kHz, 15 kHz

The Mastering Version filters are tuned specifically for mastering
where they will be used to fix problems in the low and high extremes
rather than to make effects in the mid-band. The slopes are all 18dB
per octave on the mastering filters except for the highest 52kHz Low
Pass filter which has a 30 dB/octave slope.

Parametric Frequencies - same as normal Massivo

Massive Passive Gain Switches
Replacement.pdf

Great Minds Think Alike.pdf

TECH Pages

Power Transformer Replacement

Memorable Remarks

Five ultimate statements from Charlie
Watts:

1. The Manley Massive Passive EQ is
the one piece of gear I own that I
simply cannot do without. On any
project, Analogue or Digital. Period.

2. The Manley Passive EQ is an
ABSOLUTE MUST if you are cutting
Vinyl Masters or Dub Plates. With this
EQ, I can get the music at least 5 db
louder than without it. If you're
serious about the best sounding
Vinyl, you MUST have one of these.

3. There is no other way to get that
"air" into the mix than to use the
Manley Massive Passive. An absolute
MUST for anything I Master. From
the Gap Band, thru Lalo Schifrin, to 4
on the floor house, and pumpin'
Drum and Bass, it's Da Bomb. Word.

4. I thought the Massive Passive was
great at Mastering, but you should
hear it in the recording studio. A
MUST for the Kick and Bass, and I
wouldn't cut a keyboard, guitar or
vocal track without one ever again.

5. This IS the EQ I have wanted for
twenty-five years. It's finally here.
One listen and turn of the knobs,
you'll understand, and have to own
one.

Wow! I didn't think it was possible to
get something that sounds better
than a Pultec... It is the ultimate
companion to my Manley Variable
Mu. What great gear you make!!!

David Horrocks,
Infinite Wave Mastering

EveAnna, you and Hutch have totally
outdone yourself this time. If it's
possible, give yourselves a pat on the
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Fresh  and  fluid:  The  MANLEY  SNAPPER 100  Watt  monoblocks.  All  tube,  all  the  time.  #manley  #tubeamp  #hifi  #snapper  #vacuumtubes

More  Me!  The  beloved  HP - 101  Headphone  mixer  cue  box  is  returning  to the  Manley  stable.  #manley  #mixer  #headphones

Manley  Iron!  Manley  Labs winds  all  of the  audio  transformers  used  in  Manley  HIFI  and  pro  audio  gear.  This  is  a  19  section  Manley  SNAPPER 100  Watt  output transformer  being  wound by  our  magnetics  department.  Beauty  starts  within.  #manley  #transformer  #snapper  #hifi  #tubeamp  #winding #magnetics

Manley  16x2  Mixers  out  of the  box, thinking  out  of the  box. #manley  #mixer

LOW - 22, 33, 47, 68, 100, 150, 220,
330, 470, 680, 1K

LM - 82, 120, 180, 270, 390, 560,
820, 1K2, 1K8, 2K7, 3K9

HM - 220, 330, 470, 680, 1K, 1K5,
2K2, 3K3, 4K7, 6K8, 10K

HI - 560, 820, 1K2, 1K8, 2K7, 3K9,
5K6, 8K2, 12K, 18K, 27K

Rear View

Filter Measurements

back for a job well done. My order is
in and I can't wait for it to arrive.

Mark A. Rodriguez 
Sony Pictures Entertainment, ADSG 
Mastering Engineer, Vision Mastering

Manley & Langevin Dynamic
Controllers

The Manley SLAM!®

Mastering Version SLAM!®

Manley Stereo Variable Mu®

Manley Stereo ELOP® Limiter

Langevin Stereo ELOP® Limiter

Find us on Facebook

Manley Labs

Like

Manley Labs

Check out Juana
prepping wire kits
in the Manley
Labs factory.

14 jam yang lalu

Manley Labs
Factory
Tour: Wire
Prep
www.youtube.com
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Manley  SLAM!  live  from  Argentina.  Thanks  to Martin  Toledo.  #manley  #slam  #livesound

Manley  MAHI  40watt  tube  amp.  Art  that  plays  music. #manley  #vacuumtubes  #mahi  #tubeamp

Manley  crew  have  your Manley  VOXBOX  and  Manley  Reference  Cardioid  Microphone  Anniversary  Editions  ready  for  you! #manley  #reference #microphones  #voxbox

Manley  Reference  Cardioid  Mic  starts  off  life  naked,  like  a  baby.  #manley  #reference #microphones

Features & Specifications

FEATURES:

All-Passive tone sculpting circuitry
Unique Shelf curves use the "bandwidth" control
Overlapping and Interleaved Frequency choices
Every band switchable to shelf or bell
Vacuum tube make-up gain and line drivers
Parallel symmetrical topology
Premium components throughout
HP and LP Filters plus gain trims
Metal Manley mechanically detented GAIN and BANDWIDTH control knobs

SPECIFICATIONS:

Ins & Outs Balanced XLR & 1/4" (accepts unbalanced)
Level +4 dBu nominal, internal switches for -10 operation
Bypass Switch bypasses EQ & tube circuits (not hardwire)
44 Frequencies (roughly 1/4 octave spacing)
Frequency Range: 22 Hz to 27 kHz
EQ Boost/Cut Range : Maximum 11dB boost or cut
Nominal Q range: 1.5 to 3 (uniquely active in shelf modes)
Frequency Response: ±2 dB: 8 Hz to 60 KHz
Maximum Output @ 1.5% THD +37 dBv; +26dBv @ 20 Hz
THD & Noise (1KHz @ +4 dBu): 0.06%
Noise Floor (referred to +4dBu): -85 dB (A Weight)
Dynamic Range: 120 dB
Tube Complement: 2 x 12AU7, 4 x 6414
Power Consumption (120/240VAC): 72 watts
Unit is factory set for 100V, 120V or 220-240VAC operation for original destination
country's mains voltage.
Operating Mains Voltage changeable with power transformer changeover switch and fuse
value change.
Mains Voltage Frequency: 50~ 60Hz
Size (3U): 19" x 5.25" x 10"
Weight: Unit 21 lbs. Shipping Weight: 27 lbs.

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price

10,218 people like Manley Labs.
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Every  tube  at Manley  Labs is  put  through  a  battery  of specialized tests  during  the  pre  qualification  phases of QC.  #manley  #vacuumtubes  #tubesrule

Quality  Control  testing  and  measurements  on  a  Manley  Massive  Massive  Stereo EQ.

Manley  Stingray  iTube  at the  2012  Munich  High- End  HIFI  show.  #manley  #stingray  #itube  #munich

Manley  Reference  Cardioid  Mics and  Manley  Reference  Gold  Mics #manley  #reference #microphones

Mastering Version Massive Passive Suggested Retail Price: $6,300

MANLEY MASSIVE PASSIVE Awarded 2008 Product of the Year by TONE Audio Magazine

"Laugh all you want about
using an equalizer in a high
end system, but let's face
it, there are so many
records and CD's out there
with less than stellar sound,
the Massive Passive will set
you free if you take the
time to learn its intricacies.
There's still no substitute
for over compression, but a
lot of things can still be
improved by the Massive
Passive's scalpel like ability
to boost and cut selective frequencies. A great tool for the music lover and obsessive
audiophile, to use it is to love it."
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